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To find the Hermitian phase operator of a single-mode electromagnetic field in quantum
mechanics, the Schro� dinger representation is extended to a larger Hilbert space augmented by
states with infinite excitation by nonstandard analysis. The Hermitian phase operator is
shown to exist on the extended Hilbert space. This operator is naturally considered as the
controversial limit of the approximate phase operators on finite dimensional spaces proposed
by Pegg and Barnett. The spectral measure of this operator is a Naimark extension of the
optimal probability operator-valued measure for the phase parameter found by Helstrom.
Eventually, the two promising approaches to the statistics of the phase in quantum mechanics
are synthesized by means of the Hermitian phase operator in the macroscopic extension of the
Schro� dinger representation. � 1997 Academic Press

1. INTRODUCTION

The existence and properties of a Hermitian operator on a Hilbert space corres-
ponding to the phase of the electromagnetic field have provoked many discussions
since Dirac [1] first introduced the problem. According to the uniqueness theorem
of the irreducible representations of the canonical commutation relation due to von
Neumann, the commutation relation between the number operator and the phase
operator which Dirac presupposed from the correspondence between the com-
mutator and the classical Poisson brackets cannot be realized. Further, Susskind
and Glogower [2] clearly demonstrated that the polar decomposition of the
annihilation operator into the unitary operator of the exponential of the phase and
the square root of the number operator presupposed by Dirac is also impossible.
However, Pegg and Barnett [3�5] recently made an interesting proposal for the
problem. They constructed approximate Hermitian phase operators on finite
dimensional spaces and claimed that the statistics obtained by their operator
approaches the statistics of the phase as the dimension tends to infinity. However,
they have failed to find the Hermitian phase operator on an infinite dimensional
space as the limit of their approximate operators.
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On the other hand, another approach to the problem has been established in
quantum estimation theory [6, 7]. This theory discusses optimization problems of
quantum measurements quite generally. The statistics of measurement is repre-
sented in this theory by a probability operator-valued measure (POM) on a Hilbert
space which extends the conventional description by a Hermitian operator. In this
approach, the optimum POM of the estimation problem of the phase parameter
was found by Helstrom [8], and mathematically rigorous development of this
approach is given by Holevo [7].

A promising aspect shared by these two approaches is that the statistics of the
phase obtained by the limit process of Pegg and Barnett coincides with the one
represented by the optimum POM of the phase parameter [9�12]. This shows,
however, that contrary to their claim the limit of the exponentials of the
approximate phase operators is nothing but the well-known Susskind�Glogower
exponential phase operator [2], as long as the limit is taken on the Hilbert space
of quantum states with the weak operator topology. The limit in the weak operator
topology does not preserve the product operation and hence demolishes the desired
properties of the limit operator which Pegg and Barnett [3] described intuitively.

According to the Naimark theorem, every POM can be extended to a projection-
valued measure on a larger Hilbert space which gives rise to a Hermitian operator
by the spectral theory representing an observable in the standard formulation of
quantum mechanics. This suggests that there exists the Hermitian phase operator
somewhere beyond the Hilbert space of quantum states. Thus in order to realize the
intuitive limit of the approximate phase operators, we need an alternative mathe-
matical construction other than the limit on a Hilbert space.

In this paper the attempt from nonstandard analysis outlined in [12] is
developed for this purpose. The nonstandard analysis was invented by Robinson
[13] and has yielded rigorous and fruitful mathematics of infinite and infinitesimal
numbers. We construct a natural extension of the Schro� dinger representation and
show that the desired Hermitian phase operator exists on this extended Hilbert
space. The Hilbert space of this extension of the Schro� dinger representation is the
direct sum of the original space of quantum states and the space of states with
infinite excitation which are naturally considered as the classical limits of the
ordinary quantum states.

In the conventional approach, microscopic properties and macroscopic proper-
ties are discussed separately in quantum mechanics and in classical mechanics.
Although the correspondence principle bridges both mechanics by the mathematical
process of taking the limit, this approach cannot describe the quantum mechanical
coherence between microscopic states and macroscopic states. Our new representa-
tion realizes such a coherent description of quantum and classical mechanics; it is
in such a representation that the phase operator behaves as a Hermitian operator.
Obviously, the present method is applicable to other difficulties in quantum
mechanics concerning the bounded dimensionless quantities such as the rotation
angle and the quantities associated with them such as the time of periodic motions.
A potential application of this representation other than the above problems is the
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measurement problem, where the unitary time evolution in an amplifier evolves
from a quantum state to a state with infinite excitation [14]. Applications to these
problems will be discussed in the forthcoming papers.

For bibliography on the phase operator problem we shall refer to the references
of [4, 15, 16], and for the recent developments emerged by the Pegg�Barnett
proposal the references of [17]. For quantum estimation theory [6, 7], for quan-
tum measurement theory [18, 19], and for operator algebras [20]. For basic
methods of nonstandard analysis, we shall refer to [21]. Applications of non-
standard analysis to physics is not new and has been developed in such papers as
[22�34], and in monograph [35].

2. THE SUSSKIND�GLOGOWER OPERATORS

The single-mode electromagnetic field is a well-known physical system which is
modeled by the quantum mechanical harmonic oscillator with unit mass. Let H be
the Hilbert space of the Schro� dinger representation of the quantum mechanical
harmonic oscillator. Let q̂ and p̂ be the position and momentum operators on H.
The annihilation operator â is defined by

â=
1

- 2�|
(|q̂+ip̂), (2.1)

where | is the angular frequency, and its adjopint â- is the creation operator. Then
the number operator N� is defined by

N� =â-â. (2.2)

The number operator N� has the complete orthonormal basis [ |n) | n=1, 2, ...] of
H for which N� |n)=n |n). The Hamiltonian H� of the system is given by
H� =�|(N� + 1

2).
In his original description of the quantized electromagnetic field, Dirac [1]

postulated the existence of a Hermitian phase operator ,� D such that the unitary
exponential operator exp i,� D of ,� D would appear in the polar decomposition of the
annihilation operator

â=(exp i,� D) N� &1�2. (2.3)

The difficulty with this approach were clearly pointed out by Susskind and
Glogower [2] by showing that the polar decomposition of â can be realized by no
unitary operators. Instead, they introduced the partial isometries representing the
exponentials of the phase

exp@ SG i,=(N� +1)&1�2 â, (2.4)

exp@ SG&i,=â-(N� +1)&1�2, (2.5)
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and the Hermitian operators representing the sine and cosine of the phase

cos@ SG ,=
1
2

(exp@ SG i,+exp@ SG&i,), (2.6)

sin@SG ,=
1
2i

(exp@ SG i,&exp@ SG&i,). (2.7)

Note that the places of the carets in these Susskind�Glogower (SG) operators
suggest that these operators are not derived by the function calculus of a certain
Hermitian operator corresponding to ,. These operators are considered to behave
well in the classical limit, but they fail to define well behaved operators even for
periodic functions of the phase in the quantum regime. Thus we cannot derive the
correct statistics of the phase from these operators. However, it turns out that these
operators give the correct mean values of the corresponding quantities sin , and
cos ,. A systematic method for obtaining the correct statistics needs a new mathe-
matical concept generalizing the Hermitian operators, which is described in the next
section.

3. QUANTUM ESTIMATION THEORY

Denote by L(H) the algebra of bounded operators on H. In the conventional
approach [36], any observable A has a unique Hermitian operator A� on H, and
any Hermitian operator A� has a unique resolution of the identity EA� (x) (x # R),
called the spectral family of A� . Then the probability distribution function of A in
a (normalized) state � # H is given by

Pr[A�x | �]=(�| EA� (x) |�). (3.1)

For any Borel function f, the observable f (A) has the Hermitian operator f (A� )
defined by the function calculus

f (A� )=|
R

f (x) dEA� (x), (3.2)

and then the mean value of f (A) in state � is

Ex[ f (A) | �]=(�| f (A� ) |�) . (3.3)

This framework of the statistical interpretation based on the Hermitian operator
can be generalized to the framework based on the so-called POM, by now fairly
well-known, as follows.

A POM or non-orthogonal resolution of the identity on H is a family P(x) (x # R)
of bounded Hermitian operators on H with the following conditions:
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(S1) limx � &� P(x)=0, limx � � P(x)=1, and P(x)=limn � � P(x+n&1),
where the limit is taken in the strong operator topology.

(S2) From x$<x" it follows that 0�P(x$)�P(x")�1.

Note that it is usual that ``POM'' abbreviates the ``probability operator-valued
measure'', which is more or less mathematically equivalent to the simpler notion of
``non-orthogonal resolution of the identity'', as long as we restrict our attention to
one-dimensional probability distributions.

Now, we shall start with the following presupposition: corresponding to any
measurable physical quantity X, there is a unique POM PX such that the probability
distribution function of X in a (normalized ) state � # H is given by

Pr[X�x | �]=(�| PX (x) |�). (3.4)

For an observable A in the conventional framework, the corresponding POM PA

is the spectral resolution EA� of the Hermitian operator A� . For any Borel function
f, the operator f (X)@ =� f dPX is defined as follows. Let dom( f (X)@ ) be the set such
that

dom( f (X)@ )={' # H } |R
| f (x)| 2 d('| PX (x) |')<�= .

For any ' # dom( f (X)@ ), f (X)@ )' is defined by the relation

(! | f (X)@ ')=|
R

f (x) d(!| PX (x) |') ,

for all ! # H, where the integral is Lebesgue�Stieltjes integral. The mean value of
the quantity f (X ) in state � # dom( f (X)@ ) is given by

Ex[ f (X) | �]=(�| f (X)@ |�) . (3.5)

Then this generalizes the function calculus (3.2) based on a spectral resolution.
Namely, PX is an orthogonal resolution, i.e., PX (x) is a projection for each x # R,
if and only if X� =� x dPX is a Hermitian operator on H such that EX� =PX and
f (X� )= f (X)@ for any Borel function f.

By a measurement of quantity X, we mean any experiment the outcome of
which is predicted by the probability distribution function given by (3.4). For
measurability of quantity X with POM PX (x), it is known that for any POM
PX (x) on H, there is another Hilbert space K, a unit vector ! # K, a unitary
operator U on H�K, and a Hermitian operator A� on K with spectral resolution
EA� satisfying

(�| PX (x) |�) =(��!| U -(1�EA� (x))U |��!) , (3.6)
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for all � # H [37]. This experiment consists of the following process; (1) prepara-
tion of the apparatus (described by K) in state !, (2) interaction (described by U)
between the object (described by H) and the apparatus, (3) measurement of the
observable A (corresponding to EA� (x)) in the apparatus. We shall call any experi-
ment with the above process which satisfies (3.6) as a measurement of quantity X
or POM PX . Thus for any quantity X with POM PX there is a measurement the
outcome of which is predicted by (3.4). Note that this interpretation of the statistics
of the outcome of the measurement is a natural consequence of the conventional
postulate (3.1). Our presupposition is thus a conservative extension of the conven-
tional formulation of quantum mechanics, in the sense that, if every observable with
a Hermitian operator can be measured, so can every quantity with a POM.

The determination of the statistics of the phase is thus reduced to the determina-
tion of the POM P, corresponding to the phase ,. This problem is solved in quan-
tum estimation theory as follows. We assume that the phase , has values in [0, 2?),
and hence we require P,(x)=0 for x<0 and P,(2?)=1. Since the phase is canoni-
cally conjugate to the action in classical mechanics, the number operator is the
infinitesimal generator of the phase shift operators ei%N� in quantum mechanics. Thus
the POM P, should satisfy the relations

e&i%N� dP, (%$) ei%N� =dP, (%$�%),
(3.7)

0�%$, %, %$�%<2?, %$�%#%$&% (mod 2?).

Or equivalently,

e&i%N� P� , (B)ei%N� =P� , (B&%),
(3.8)

B, B&%/[0, 2?), B&%=B&% (mod 2?),

where P� , (B)=�B dP, . Any POM satisfying (3.7) is called a covariant POM [7]. It
is well known that there is no Hermitian operator such that its spectral resolution
satisfies the above relations, but there are many solutions among general POM's.
In order to select the optimum one, consider the following estimation problem of
the phase parameter %. Let us given an optical mode in a reference state � # H

which is supposed to interact with a phase shifter with unknown shift parameter %
(0�%<2?) so that the outgoing state is �%=ei%N� �. The estimation problem is to
find an experiment in state �% which gives the best estimate of the parameter %.
This is equivalent to find a measurement in the state �% the outcome %� of which is
the best estimate of the parameter %. The relevance of this estimation problem to
the determination of the POM for the phase is as follows. Suppose that the
reference state � were the phase eigenstate �=|,=0) . The outgoing state from
the phase shifter would be the phase eigenstate �% = |, = %) , for which the
best estimator would give the estimate %� =% with probability 1. Thus in this case
the best estimate results from the measurement of the phase. Thus for a POM P
to represent the phase, it is necessary that it is the optimum estimator of this
estimation problem if the reference state approximates the phase eigenstate closely.
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Whereas we do not know what and where are phase eigenstates, we can reach the
essentially unique solution as follows. For a POM P, the joint probability distribution

p(d%, d%� )=(�% | dP(%� ) |� %)
d%
2?

(3.9)

gives naturally the joint probability distribution of the true parameter % and the
estimate %� . Given an appropriate error function W(%&%� ), which gives the penalty
for the case %{%� , the optimum estimator should minimize the average error

|
2?

0
W(%&%� ) p(d%, d%� ). (3.10)

Optimization problems of this type have been studied extensively in quantum
estimation theory [6, 7]. The following POM Popt is the covariant POM which is
the common optimum solution for a large class of error functions such as
W(x)=4 sin2 (x�2) or W(x)=&$(x) (where $(x) is the periodic $-function):

(n| dPopt(%) |n$)=ei (:n&:n$)ei(n&n$) % d%
2?

, (3.11)

where |n) (n=0, 1, ...) is the number basis and :n=arg(n | �). Note that an
optimum solution for the particular error function &$(x) is called a maximum
likelihood estimator, and for an arbitrary error function W a Bayes estimator for W.
Since this problem is not of the estimation of the absolute phase of the outgoing
state, the optimum solutions depend on the phase factors :n of the reference
state �. However, this dependence only reflects our optional choice of the phase
eigenstate |,=0), and each choice of the optimum POM Popt determines a unique
|,=0) among physically equivalent alternatives. To see this physical equivalence,
replace each number state |n) by the physically equivalent ei:n |n) , and the same
POM Popt turns to be the solution for :n=1. Thus the particular choice of :n does
not affect the physics. For simplicity, we choose the solution for :n=1 (n=0, 1, ...)
and determine it as the POM P, for the phase ,, i.e.,

(n| dP, (%) |n$) =ei (n&n$)% d%
2?

. (3.12)

We call P, as the phase POM.
Applying (3.4) and (3.5) to the phase POM, we obtain the statistics of the phase

, as follows. The probability distribution function of the phase , in state
�=�n cn |n) # H is

Pr[,�% | �]= :
n, n$

cn c*n$ |
%

0
ei(n&n$)% d%

2?
.
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The mean value of the Borel function f (,) of the phase , is (� | f (,)@ |�) , where
we have

f (,)@ =|
2?

0
f (%) dP, (%)

= :
n, n�

|n) |
2?

0
ei(n&n$)% f (%)

d%
2?

(n$ | .

An interesting result from this is that the SG operators coincide with the operators
defined from the phase POM [7, p. 141], i.e.,

exp@ SG \i,=|
2?

0
e\i% dP, (%)=e\i,@ , (3.13)

cos@ SG ,=|
2?

0
cos % dP,(%)=cos ,@, (3.14)

sin@SG ,=|
2?

0
sin % dP,(%)=sin ,@. (3.15)

Thus the SG operators give the correct mean values of f (,) = e\i,, sin , and
cos ,, but none of their powers.

The phase POM P, gives the correct mean value for all Borel functions of the
phase, but it gives little information about the algebraic structures of the physical
quantities including the phase.

4. THE PEGG�BARNETT OPERATORS

Now we shall turn to the proposal due to Pegg and Barnett [3]. They start with
the s-dimensional subspace 9s of H spanned by number states |n) with n=0, 1, ...,
s&1. For %m=m 2% (m=0, 1, ..., s&1), where 2%=2?�s, the approximate phase
state is

|%m) =s &1�2 :
s&1

n=0

ein%m |n) , (4.1)

and the approximate phase operator ,� s on 9s is

,� s= :
s&1

m=0

%m |%m)(%m | . (4.2)
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Their intrinsic proposal is that the mean value of the quantity f (,) in state � is the
limit of (�| f (,� s) |�) as s � �. Then for state �=�k

n=0 cn |n) (k<�), we have

lim
s � �

(�| f (,� s) |�)= :
k

n, n$=0

cnc*n$ lim
s � �

:
s&1

m=0

f (%m) ei(n&n$)%m
2%
2?

= :
k

n, n$=0

cnc*n$ |
2?

0
f (%)ei(n&n$)% d%

2?

=|
2?

0
f (%)(�| P, (d%) |�)

=(�| f (,)@ |�) ,

for any continuous function f (%) on [0, 2?]. Thus, the mean values are the same
as those given by the phase POM P, (d%), and we have

lim
s � �

f (,� s)=|
2?

0
f (%)P, (d%)= f (,)@ , (4.3)

where the limit is taken in the weak operator topology. In particular, the limit of
their exponential, sine and cosine phase operators are the SG operators, i.e.,

lim
s � �

exp \i,� s=exp@ SG\i,,

lim
s � �

cos ,� s=cos@ SG ,,

lim
s � �

sin ,� s=sin@SG ,.

Therefore, the statistics of the phase obtained by Pegg and Barnett coincides with
the statistics obtained by the phase POM, and that the limit of exponentials of the
approximate phase operators on finite dimensional spaces is nothing but the SG
exponential operators, as long as the limit is taken in the weak operator topology
on the Hilbert space H.

In the following sections, we shall develop an entirely new approach to the limit
of the approximate phase operators.

5. NONSTANDARD ANALYSIS

It seems that certain amount of a physical quantity can be described both in
quantum mechanics and classical mechanics consistently. Consider a highly excited
single-mode radiation field with the number n of quanta. Let Eq the energy of this
radiation field in quantum mechanics with unit Uq , and Ec in classical mechanics
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with unit Uc . Then, if both mechanics describe the same physical state, we should
put EqUq=EcUc . According to quantum mechanics, we have Eq=�q|q(nq+ 1

2).
We can choose the unit system of quantum mechanics so that �q=1, and the unit
of the time is assumed to be common in both mechanics, so that |q=|c . In classi-
cal mechanics, the position-momentum uncertainty is negligibly small, and hence it
is necessary to choose the unit system of classical mechanics such that �c is
negligibly small. In classical mechanics, the relation Ec=�c|c(nc+ 1

2) is consistent
with the fact that the classical energy Ec is a continuous variable, since the mini-
mum increment �c |c is negligibly small. However, in order for Ec to be a finite
positive number, nc should be infinitely large. If we do not invoke negligibly small
�c nor infinitely large nc in classical mechanics, nothing appears to be inconsistent.
However, a question arise��can we assume that nq is finite and yet nc is infinite?
Since the number of quanta is a dimensionless quantity, we should put nq=nc , and
hence nq should be also infinitely large. This consideration suggests that if we
extend quantum mechanics to the states with infinite number of quanta, the corre-
spondence between quantum mechanics and classical mechanics becomes much
more consistent and thorough. The rigorous mathematical description of this exten-
sion of quantum mechanics has been already possible by use of nonstandard
analysis. In this section, the basic principles of nonstandard analysis is explained,
and in the next section the macroscopic extension of quantum mechanics is
described.

In nonstandard analysis, we consider a large collection V of sets which contains
every set used in the ordinary analysis. Note that V contains a set of sets, a set of
sets of sets, etc. Any set M in V has its nonstandard extension *M. A set X which
is an element of some *M is called an internal set. We have two basic principles in
nonstandard analysis, called the transfer principle and the saturation principle. The
transfer principle states that any elementary property which holds for M1 , M2 , ...,
Mn also holds for *M1 , *M2 , ..., *Mn . A difficult point in nonstandard analysis is
to understand the notion of an elementary property. The rigorous explanation of
this notion needs a substantial part of mathematical logic. Fortunately, most of
mathematical properties used in physics is elementary properties��a reason why the
intuitive use of infinitesimal numbers has been useful in physics��and hence ``any
elementary property'' can read ``any property'' in most of time. The saturation prin-
ciple which we assume in this paper states that any sequence of internal sets with
the finite intersection property has a nonempty intersection. For further detail on
the basic framework of nonstandard analysis we shall refer to Hurd�Loeb [21].
Our framework is called an +1-saturated bounded elementary extension of a super-
structure which contains R in the usual terminology.

Let *N be the nonstandard extension of the set N of natural numbers. Then *N
satisfies all elementary properties of the natural number system by the transfer prin-
ciple. An element of *N is called an internal natural number, and an element of
*N"N is called a nonstandard natural number, where *N"N is the set of elements
in *N which are not in N. Every nonstandard natural number is greater than any
(standard) natural number, and yet has all elementary properties of (standard)
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natural numbers. An internal set enumerated by a nonstandard natural number
with an internal one-to-one function is called a hyperfinite set. Every hyperfinite set
is an infinite set, but has all elementary properties of finite sets.

Let *R be the nonstandard extension of the set R of real numbers. Then, *R is
a proper ordered field extension of R by the transfer principle. An element of *R
is called a hyperreal number. The hyperreal number system *R is not complete nor
satisfies the Archimedean axiom, since these properties are not ``elementary proper-
ties''. A hyperreal number x is called infinite if |x|>n for any n # N, finite, write
|x|<�, if there is some n # N such that |x|<n, and infinitesimal if |x|<1�n for any
n # N. For any x, y # *R, we will write xr y if |x& y| is infinitesimal. For any
finite hyperreal number x, there is a unique real number r such that rrx; this r
is called the standard part of x and denoted by %x. Any function f from X to Y is
extended to an internal function *f from *X to *Y. A sequence an # R (n # N) is
extended to an internal sequence *a& # *R (& # *N), so that limn � � an=a if and
only if *a& ra for all & # *N"N. A function f : dom( f ) � R with dom( f )/R is con-
tinuous at x # dom( f ) if and only if *f (x)r*f ( y) for all y # dom( f ) with xr y.
The above notions and results of infinitesimal analysis are naturally extended to the
nonstandard extension *C of the complex number field C.

Let (E, p) be an internal normed linear space over *C with norm p. We define
the principal galaxy EG of (E, p) and the principal monad EM of (E, p) as follows:

EG=[x # E | p(x)<�], (5.1)

EM=[x # E | p(x)r0]. (5.2)

Then both EG and EM are linear spaces over C. Let E� =EG�EM and p̂(%x)=%(p(x))
for x # EG , where %x=x+EM . Then (E� , p̂) becomes a normed linear space over C,
called the nonstandard hull of (E, p). By the saturation principle, it is concluded that
the nonstandard hull (E� , p̂) is a Banach space [21, p. 156]. When E has an inner
product ( } | } ) which determines the norm p, the nonstandard hull (E� , p̂) is a
Hilbert space with the inner product such that (%x | %y)=%(x | y) for all
x, y # EG .

6. MACROSCOPIC EXTENSION OF THE SCHRO� DINGER
REPRESENTATION

Let *H be the nonstandard extension of the Hilbert space H of quantum states,
and *H@ its nonstandard hull. Then *H@ is a Hilbert space with inner product
(%!| %') =%(!|') for !, ' # *HG . Let & be a nonstandard natural number and
D the internal &-dimensional subspace of *H spanned by the hyperfinite set
[ |n) | n=0, 1, ..., &&1]. Then the nonstandard hull D� contains H as a closed sub-
space by the canonical isometric embedding VH which maps ! # H to %*! # D� , i.e.,
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!=VH!=%*!. The nonstandard hulls *H@ and D� are, thus, Hilbert spaces which
satisfy the relations

H/D� /*H@ . (6.1)

Let A be the internal algebra of internal linear operators on D. Then A is a
hyperfinite dimensional internal *-algebra over *C. For x # A, let &x& be the inter-
nal uniform norm of x. Then, the nonstandard hull A� of (A, & }&) becomes a
Banach *-algebra with norm &%x&=%&x&. Then the norm & }& satisfies the C*-con-
dition, i.e., &(%x) -(%x)&=&%x&2 for all %x # A� , and hence (A� , & }&) is a C*-algebra.

Any internal operator x # AG leaves DG and DM invariant and gives rise to a
bounded operator ?(x) on D� such that ?(x) %!=%(x!) for all ! # DG . Then the
correspondence %x [ ?(x) for x # AG defines a faithful *-representation of the
C*-algebra A� on the Hilbert space D� .

Let PD be the internal projection from *H onto D. Any bounded operator T on
H has the nonstandard extension *T which is an internal bounded linear operator
on *H. Denote the restriction of PD*T to D by *TD . Then it is easy to see that
*TD # AG . We denote the operator ?(*T D) on D� by TD , which is called the
standard hyperfinite extension of T to D� . Then TD=T on H and &TD &=&T&.
Properties of such extensions from H to D� are studied by Moore [38] extensively.
Now the following statement is easily established; cf. [38, Lemma 1.3] .

Theorem 6.1. The mapping ED : T [ TD is a completely positive isometric injec-
tion from L(H) to A� and the mapping EH : ?(T ) [ V -

H?(T )VH is a completely
positive surjection from A� onto L(H). The composition EH ED is the identity map
on L(H), and the composition ED EH is the norm one projection from A� onto
ED(L(H)).

Let A be an observable represented by a bounded Hermitian operator A� on the
Hilbert space H of the Schro� dinger representation. Then as described by
Theorem 6.1, the operator A� is extended to the bounded Hermitian operator A� D on
the space D� . Thus, we have a new quantization which associates an observable A
with a Hermitian operator on D� . The above theorem states that this quantization
leaves the mean values of observables in quantum states of the Schro� dinger
representation unchanged, i.e.,

(�| A� |�) =(�| A� D |�) ,

for any bounded observable A and state � # H.
Our claim is that there is a physical quantity such that its Hermitian operator

on H does not exists, but its Hermitian operator on D� does exist. In the next
section, we show that the phase is one of such physical quantities. In Section 8, we
show the macroscopic character of states in D� orthogonal to H, which suggests the
semiclassical nature of the observables which fail to have the Hermitian operator
on H.
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7. THE HERMITIAN PHASE OPERATOR

Let 2%=2?�&, and %m=m 2% for each m (m=0, 1, ..., &&1). The internal phase
eigenstate |%m) in D is defined by

|%m) =&&1�2 :
&&1

n=0

ein%m |n) . (7.1)

Then we have

(%m | %m$) =$m, m$ . (7.2)

The internal phase operator ,� I on D is defined by

,� I= :
&&I

m=0

%m |%m)(%m | . (7.3)

Then the internal phase operator ,� I has the internal spectrum[2m?�& | m=
0, 1, ..., &&1] and hence is in AG . Thus we have the Hermitian operator ?(,� I) on
D� , denoted by ,� and called the Hermitian phase operator on D� . Denote by 4(,� ) the
spectrum of ,� and 60(,� ) the point spectrum (eigenvalues) of ,� .

Theorem 7.1. We have 4(,� )=60(,� )=[0, 2?]. For each % # R (0�%�2?), the
vector %|%m) # D� with %mr% is an eigenvector of ,� for the eigenvalue %.

For each % # R (0�%�2?) and n # N, define F(%, n) to be the internal projection

F(%, n)= :
%m�%+n&1

|%m)(%m | .

Then F(%, n)=0 if %+n&1<0, and for each % the sequence ?(F(%, n)) (n # N) is a
monotone decreasing sequence of projections on D� . Define E,(%) to be the strong
limit of ?(F(%, n)). Then E,(%) (% # [0, 2?]) is the spectral resolution for ,� [38,
Theorem 4.1] . Now it is shown in the next theorem that the Hermitian phase
operator ,� has the desirable properties.

Theorem 7.2. The Hermitian phase operator ,� on D� with its spectral resolution
E, satisfies the following conditions (P1)�(P4):

(P1) The spectral resolution E, of ,� is a Naimark extension of the phase POM
P, , i.e.,

(�| E,(%) |�) =(�| P, (%) |�) ,

for any state � # H.
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(P2) For any continuous function f, the Hermitian operator f (,� ) is the limit of
f (,� s) as s tends to infinity in the weak operator topology of H, where ,� s is the Pegg�
Barnett operator, i.e.,

lim
s � �

(�| f (,� s) |�) =(�| f (,� ) |�) ,

for all states � # H.

(P3) The Susskind�Glogower phase operators are given by the relations

exp@ SG\i,=V -
H exp \i,� VH ,

cos@ SG ,=V -
H cos ,� VH ,

sin@SG ,=V -
H sin ,� VH .

(P4) For any continuous function f,

(%�| f (,� ) |%�)r(�| *f (,� I) |�)

= :
&&1

m=0

*f (%m) |(%m | �) | 2,

for all � # DG .
As consequences from (P1), we obtain the statistics of the phase only from the

ordinary quantum rules with the Hermitian operator ,� . Let � # H be a normalized
state of the system. Then � is in the domain of ,� by relation (6.1). The probability
distribution function of the phase in the state � is given by

Pr[,�% | �] =(�| E, (%) |�) .

For any Borel function f, the physical quantity f (,) has the Hermitian operator

f (,� )=|
2?

0
f (%) dE, (%),

by the function calculus, and the mean value of f (,) in the state � is given by

Ex[ f (,) | �] =(�| f (,� ) |�) .

8. MACROSCOPIC STATES

We have extended the Schro� dinger representation on H to the hyperfinite dimen-
sional space D� . The following theorem shows that the states in D� �H can be inter-
preted naturally as the classical limits of the quantum mechanical states in H.
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Theorem 8.1. Let T # L(H). Suppose that (n| T |n$) (n, n$ # N) is a Cauchy
sequence in n and n$. Then for any nonstandard k, k$ # *N with |k) , |k$) # D the
standard hyperfinite extension T D # A� of T satisfies the relation

(k| TD |k$)= lim
n, n$ � �

(n| T |n$) . (8.1)

Remark. Suppose that the nonstandard universe is constructed by a bounded
ultrapower of a superstructure based on R, with the index set I=N and a free
ultrafilter U. Then any nonstandard number k # *N"N is represented by a
sequence s(i) (i # N) of natural numbers in such a way that two sequences s(i) and
s$(i) represent the same nonstandard number k if and only if [i # N | s(i)=
s$(i)] # U. Let m be a nonstandard number corresponding to a sequence s(i). Let
a(n) be a bounded sequence of complex numbers. Then the standard part of *a(m)
coincides with the ultralimit of the subsequence a(s(i)) of a(n), i.e.,

%(*a(m))= lim
i � U

a(s(i)). (8.2)

Thus, for any T # L(H) and k, k$ # *N"N, we have,

(k| TD |k$)= lim
i, j � U

(s(i)| T |s$( j )) , (8.3)

provided k, k$ are represented by sequences s(i), s$( j). Thus the matrix element
(k| TD |k$) is the ultralimit of a subsequence of (n| T |n$) (n, n$ # N), even if it is
not a Cauchy sequence.

Let A be an observable represented by a bounded Hermitian operator A� on the
Hilbert space H of the Schro� dinger representation. Since A� D is an extension,
the matrix element (n| A� D |n$) for standard n, n$ # N is the same as that of the
operator A� , i.e., (n| A� D |n$)=(n| A� |n$). From Theorem 8.1, the matrix element
(n| A� D |n$) for nonstandard n, n$ has also a clear physical interpretation, i.e., it is
the classical limit of the matrix elements (n| A� |n$). Thus, the states in D� �H are
naturally considered as the classical limits of quantum states. We shall call H the
purely microscopic part of D� , and D� �H the purely macroscopic part of D� . The
space D� contains microscopic states in H, macroscopic states in D� �H, and super-
positions of those states in D� . Thus, it is appropriate to call the extension H � D�
with the extensions A� � A� D for observables A as the macroscopic extension of the
Schro� dinger representation. The greatest significance is, of course, that we can
associate the phase with a Hermitian operator on the macroscopic extension.

9. CONCLUSIONS

The claim, ``We have recently shown that a Hermitian optical phase operator
exists. This result contradicts the well established belief that no such operator can
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be constructed,'' due to Barnett and Pegg [5] is not appropriate. Instead, they con-
struct a sequence of Hermitian operators ,� s on finite s-dimensional spaces such that
the statistics obtained by the operators ,� s approaches the statistics of the phase
as s tends to infinity. Their statistics of the phase obtained by this limit process is
consistent with the one obtained from the phase POM.

In this paper, we give a demonstration of the claim that the correct statistics of
the phase is the one given by the phase POM as well as the Pegg�Barnett limit
process, and construct a single Hermitian operator ,� on an infinite dimensional
Hilbert space which gives the statistics of the phase by the ordinary quantum rules.
Furthermore, the Hermitian operator ,� is infinitesimally close to the internal phase
operator ,� I , that is, the statistical prediction given by ,� is obtained from ,� I with
only infinitesimal difference. The remarkable character of the internal phase
operator ,� I is that this operator shares all elementary properties of the Pegg�Barnett
operators on finite dimensional spaces. This follows from the transfer principle in
nonstandard analysis.

Thus the statistics of the phase variable is obtained by the following procedure.
Fix a nonstandard natural number & and consider the &-dimensional internal linear
space D. The internal phase operator ,� I is well-defined on D. Recall that all number
states and all phase states are contained in D (cf. Theorem 7.1). Every computation
involving ,� I is formally the same as the computation involving the Pegg�Barnet
operator, but gives the correct statistics with only infinitesimal error. The last step
is, if desire, to remove infinitesimals from the result of the computation.

Theorem 7.2 states that this procedure is equivalent to the computation with the
usual quantum rules involving the Hermitian phase operator ,� on the Hilbert space
D� , which extends the Hilbert space H of quantum states by adding macroscopic
states. This result does not contradict the well established belief that no such
operator can be constructed on the Hilbert space of quantum states. Instead, we
have shown that the phase operator can be constructed on the Hilbert space of the
quantum states plus the macroscopic states.

APPENDIX

Proof of Theorem 7.1. Let % # [0, 2?] and %mr%. Then obviously,

,� %|%m) =%(,� I |%m) )=%(%m |%m) )=%%m %|%m) =% %|%m),

and hence %|%m) is an eigenvector of ,� corresponding to eigenvalue %. Thus we
have [0, 2?]/60(,� ). Since 0�%m�2?, we have 0�(�| ,� I |�) �2? for any unit
vector � # D, and hence

0�(%�| ,� |%�)=%(�| ,� I |�) �2?.

It follows that 0�,� �2?1, so that 4(,� )/[0, 2?]. Therefore, 4(,� )=[0, 2?]=
60(,� ). This completes the proof.
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Proof of Theorem 7.2. Let n, n$ # N. We have

(n| E,(%) |n$)= lim
k � �

(n| F� (%, k) |n$)

= lim
k � �

%(n| F(%, k) |n$)

= lim
k � �

%:
%m�%+k&1

ei(n&n$)%m
2%
2?

= lim
k � � |

%+k&1

0
ei(n&n$)%� d%�

2?

=|
%

0
ei(n&n$)%� d%�

2?
.

From (3.12), this concludes condition (P1). Let as (s # N) be a sequence such that
as=(n| f (,� s) |n$), and *as (s # *N) its nonstandard extension. Then we have
lims � � asr*a& , and hence

lim
s � �

(n| f (,� s) |n$)r(n| *f (,� I) |n$)

= :
&&1

m=0

*f (%m)ei(n&n$)%m
2%
2?

r|
2?

0
f (%)ei(n&n$)% d%

2?

=(n| f (,� ) |n$).

Since the first and the last term is standard, they must be the same, i.e.,

lim
s � �

(n| f (,� s) |n$) =(n| f (,� ) |n$).

Then (P2) follows easily, To prove (P3), by the obvious relations, it suffices to
show the first equation. We have

(n| e&i,� |n$)=|
2?

0
e&i%(n| dE, (%) |n$)

=|
2?

0
ei(n&n$&1)% d%

2?

=$n, n$+1 ,
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whence the desired equation is obtained from the relation

(n|(N� +1)&1�2â|n$) =(n|n$+1)

=$n, n$+1 .

Thus (P3) follows easily. (P4) is obvious, and the proof is completed.

Proof of Theorem 8.1. Let an, n$=(n| T |n$) for n, n$ # N, and L=
limn, n$ � � an, n$ . Let *am, m$ (m, m$ # *N) be the nonstandard extension of the
sequence an, n$ (n, n$ # N). Then, Lram, m$ for all m, m$ # *N"N. Let k, k$ # [0, 1, ...,
&&1]" *N. By transfer principle, *ak, k$=(k| *T |k$) , and hence Lr(k| *T |k$) .
It follows that L=%(k| *T |k$) =(k| TD |k$) . This completes the proof.
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